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DELTA – NATURE – LANDSCAPE

Delta de l’Ebre
Discovering the nature of rice through the
culture of herbs
A walk through the Delta de l’Ebre Natural Park, entering into the land of wind and
plains. Between dunes and rice crops you will discover the culture linked to the extreme
conditions of the sea inland, where through the plants and their relationship with nature we
will explain how people have transformed the territory from the past to the current Delta.
A walk for the whole family where herbs have a salty taste and birds of all kinds mix with
the changing color of the landscape. Vast white sandy beaches, Biosphere, rice fields and
birds make this the perfect experience to discover the flora and fauna of the Delta habitat.
Want to make a weekend getaway out of this excursion? Naturalwalks has partnered
with Deltaic, a space auto-defined as a green ecosystem, generated on values of
sustainability and creativity, located in the Ebre Delta. The building consists of 6
touristic apartments, an organic store with local products and a small cultural bar.
This activity con be complemented with other activities of distinct lengths, which
include

showcookings,

courses,

and

workshops

within

the

Deltaic

facilities.

Accommodation: 2 types of accommodation available at Deltaic green ecosystem:
- 4 apartments with 2 bedrooms, kitchen, bathroom, living room, laundry room and two
balconies (balconies, no terraces, no room for a table).
- 2 duplex penthouses with the same distribution as the others but with a second floor that is
an open studio with two terraces (with very nice views)
Season: All year round
Duration: Morning, half day or full day
option available
Location: Delta del Ebro Natural Park
Group: 18 people maximum.
Public: Adults and children from 8 years
old accompanied

Difficulty: Easy
Price includes: Information on the plant
species and subsequent consultation by
email
Custom-designed activity
Consult rates for excursion and
accommodation.
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